
CurriCulum ConneCtions 

overall expectation: media literacy
1. Understanding Media Texts: Demonstrate an understanding of a variety of media texts.

specific expectations: media literacy
1.2 Interpret simple and complex media texts, identifying and explaining the overt and implied messages they convey. 
1.5  Identify the perspectives and/or biases evident in both simple and complex media texts and comment on any questions they may raise about beliefs, values, 

identity, and power.

learning Goal: 
• Identify and interpret overt and implied messages in media texts, specifically in print or electronic magazines

*Marzano’s Categories of Instructional Strategies (See Resources, below)  
**Differentiated Instruction Structure

Grade 10 enGlish, applied (enG2p): CritiCal literaCy— 
media texts   
One 70–75 minute period

1. Discussion Etiquette (Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback)*
2. Value Line (Cooperative Learning)*
3.  Read Aloud/Think Aloud/Modeling (Setting Objectives and Providing  

Feedback)*
4. T-Chart (Non-linguistic Representation)*
5. Cubing**, (Questions, Cues and Advance Organizers)* 
6. Sticky Note Response (Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback)*

Differentiated Instruction  
Teaching/Learning Examples

assessment and eValuation 

assessment/success Criteria     

Knowledge and Understanding  
•  Demonstrates an understanding of terms: bias, beliefs, stereotypes, values— 

overt and implied

Thinking 
•  Uses critical thinking processes to interpret messages in print or electronic  

magazines

prior learninG 

Prior to this lesson, students will have: 
• An awareness of the Five Key Concepts of Media Literacy (Appendix B)   
• Previous experience reading a variety of media texts, specifically print and/or electronic magazines 
•  Knowledge of media conventions and techniques related to print and/or electronic magazines (e.g., colour, variations in size and type of lettering or size  

of images, symbols, graphics, logos, aspects of design and layout) 
• Experience expressing and listening to different viewpoints—Discussion Etiquette; see Internet Resource section, below

assessment tools:

• Anecdotal Comments
• Checklist 

materials and resourCes 

materials:
Examples of media text/magazines that portray gender roles/stereotypes and will engage students in deep thinking about societal values, stereotypes and  
multiple perspectives. Invite students to bring in appropriate samples of magazines. Peruse to determine appropriateness and organize for the exploration  
activity in the Minds On section of the lesson and the Cubing activity in the Action section. or 
A picture book such as The Paper Bag Princess by Robert Munsch, The Fourth Little Pig by Teresa Celsi, The Best Beekeeper of Lalibela by Cristina Kessler, or  
The Dot by Peter H. Reynolds that can be read aloud 
T-chart with headings: Overt and Implied 
Sticky notes
Dice—one die per group 

Appendix A: Sample Checklists: Analyzing Media Text—one per student 
Appendix B: Five Key Concepts of Media Literacy—posted in classroom as reference
Appendix C: Cubing Questions—one per group

internet resource:        
Ministry of Education (2004). Think Literacy, Cross-Curricular Approaches, Grades 7–12 (Discussion Etiquette, pp. 176–181). See Think Literacy Library at   
  www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/studentsuccess/thinkliteracy/library.html

resources: 
Celci, Teresa (1999). The Fourth Little Pig. New York, NY: Metropolitan Teaching and Learning Company.
Kessler, Cristina (2006). The Best Beekeeper of Lalibela—A Tale from Africa. New York, NY: Holiday House.
Marzano, Robert J., Pickering, Debra, & Pollock, Jane E. (2001). Classroom Instruction that Works: Research-Based Strategies for Increasing Student Achievement.  
 Alexandria, VA: ASCD. 
Ministry of Education (2007). The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 9 and 10, English. 
Munch, Robert (1992). The Paper Bag Princess. Toronto, Ontario/Vancouver, B.C.: Annick Press.
Reynolds, Peter H. (2003). The Dot. Somerville, Mass.: Candlewick Press.

differentiated instruCtion details  

Knowledge of students

Differentiation based on student: 
 Readiness    Interests  Preferences: 

              Styles   Intelligences   Other (e.g., environment, gender, culture)
need to Know
• Interests—survey topics of interest and preferred forms of media text to inform media text selection for the Minds On and Action segments of the lesson 

how to find out
•  Conduct an interest survey (e.g., questions answered on an exit Sticky Note Response); have students bring examples of favourite magazines; facilitate  

discussions of preferred topic areas and forms of media text  

differentiated instruction response
 Learning materials (content)               Ways of learning (process)                Ways of demonstrating learning (product)               Learning environment 
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Grade 10 english, applied (enG2p): Critical literacy—media texts  

Teaching/Learning Sequence: Grade 10 English, Applied (ENG2P): Critical Literacy—Media Texts            

aCtion  
• Introducing new learning or extending/reinforcing prior learning 
• Providing opportunities for practice and application of learning (guided  independent)

 
Groups of Six or Less    Cubing                                                                                   
Post the Learning Goal and share with the class the significance for setting a purpose for viewing media  
(i.e., to identify and interpret overt and implied messages in media text). 
Display a different media text, selected based on student interest, at each Reading Centre.

Students:
• Choose their Cubing group based upon interest in the particular media text displayed at that Reading Centre
•  Read and examine the media text, roll die and answer the corresponding question from Cubing Questions (Appendix C)  

as it relates to the media text at that group. Note: each number in the Cubing Questions offers students a choice of  
question (a) or (b).

• Engage in discussion—sharing opinions and beliefs and asking questions 
• Follow this procedure until all group members have had a turn
• Attend to the criteria for discussion and group work previously established 
Circulate from group to group, support students as required, and facilitate discussion according to students’ needs during 
the Cubing activity. 

Observe and work with as many groups as possible, noting the accuracy and content of students’ responses, clarifying  
information as necessary, and questioning students. Assess using Checklist #2: Critical Literacy on Sample Checklists:  
Media Text (Appendix A). Record and provide oral feedback to students. 

Groups self-assess based on the criteria established for Group Work and Discussion in the Minds On segment of the lesson; 
see Sample Checklist #1 (Appendix A).

AfL: Cubing/ Checklist and  
Anecdotal Comments

AfL (Self): Group Work and  
Discussion/ChecklistChecklist
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Consolidation and ConneCtion  
• Helping students demonstrate what they have learned 
• Providing opportunities for consolidation and reflection

 
individuals    sticky note response
Students respond to the following questions on a sticky note, based on discussion in their Cubing group:
• What was the title of your media text?
• What was the message that your media text conveyed regarding attitudes, beliefs, values, and bias?
• How was the message conveyed? Provide an example that proves this.
• Was this message overt or implied?
Examine the Sticky Note Responses and assess using Checklist #2: Critical Literacy—Media Text (Appendix A).

Next Steps:
Use a T-chart for the follow-up lesson and class discussion regarding overt and implied messages in media text.

AfL: Sticky Note Response/ 
Checklist/Anecdotal Comments 

AoL: Sticky Note Response/ 
Checklist

Differentiated Instruction Teaching and Learning Examples 2009
Ontario Ministry of Education—Student Success/Learning to 18 Implementation, Training and Evaluation Branch

 

AfL: Value Line /Anecdotal  
Comments

AfL: Read Aloud /Think Aloud/
Anecdotal Comments

minds on
• Establishing a positive learning environment
• Connecting to prior learning and/or experiences
• Setting the context for learning

Whole Class/Groups    discussion etiquette/reading Centres 
Students:
• Form groups of four to six at Reading Centres in the classroom where examples of media text have been placed
•  Generate a list of ways to work together in a group that will contribute to learning and to establishing a safe environment 

for sharing opinions and perspectives
Each small group shares two ideas with the class.  

As a class, develop a short list of norms for group work and discussion, which will become the basis of student self-assessment 
later in the lesson. See Sample Checklists: Analyzing Media Text—Checklist #1: Group Work and Discussion (Appendix A).

Display and review the Five Key Concepts of Media Literacy (Appendix B).
Emphasize the concept “Each person interprets messages differently” to validate individual perspectives and opinions.  
Remind students that different backgrounds give people different perspectives.

To prepare for the Value Line activity (below):
• Post the statement “Media texts are constructed versions of reality that portray bias, attitudes, perspectives, and beliefs.”  
•  Have students explore some of the examples of media text at their Reading Centre and then form an opinion on the  

statement

Whole Class    Value line
Students:
• Form a line, placing themselves on the line according to their opinion from strongly disagree to strongly agree 
•  In groups of three, along the line, discuss why they placed themselves at that particular point on the line and prepare  

an answer to share with the class

Post Critical Literacy questions to encourage discussion based on a selected media text about stereotypes, beliefs, attitudes, 
values, bias, and multiple perspectives present in the text. 
Through discussion, clarify the meaning of each term.
Ask students to re-position themselves on the line based on this discussion, and discuss with an elbow partner why they 
stayed in the same spot or moved. 
Provide feedback on accurate use of terms as well as “ways of working together” to support a safe environment for sharing 
opinions and perspectives.

Whole Class    read aloud/think aloud/media text analysis
Read Aloud a picture book (e.g., The Paper Bag Princess by Robert Munsch) or magazine selection; see Materials and  
Resources section on the reverse of this folder for additional suggestions.  
Demonstrate, using a Think Aloud, how the media text can be analyzed to detect bias, attitudes, values, beliefs, and  
perspectives and to determine the implicit and overt messages by focusing upon media conventions and techniques  
specific to this genre (e.g., variations in size and choice of images and text, use of colour, aspects of design and layout).

Ask Critical Literacy questions at appropriate times throughout the Read Aloud that encourage discussion about stereotypes, 
beliefs, attitudes, perspectives, values, and bias. For example: 
• How are females and males portrayed in this text? 
• Whose experiences are included? Omitted?
• Why are they being presented in this way?
• What attributes and values can we infer are presented? Which are approved/disapproved and how do you know this?
• Why has the creator of this text represented the characters in a particular way?

Whole Class    t-Chart definitions
Develop definitions of the words “overt” and “implied” and record them on a T-chart to be used later in the lesson. 

ConneCtions  
L: Literacy 
ML: Mathematical Literacy   
AfL, AoL: Assessment for/of Learning


